1. Let HCG be groups, and let AEgWI. Then A* = HomH{ZG, A)
is a left G-moduIe in the obvious way {ZG denotes the integral group ring, and Hom//( -, -) = rIomZfl(-, -)). Let Z be the group of integers with G-structure defined by xn = n, xEG, nEZ. Then one has the natural isomorphisms LetfEA* and assume/+ImyGrG= HomG(Z, T). Then zf-fEIm 7, Vz G G ; so (z/ -/) (xy) = x (z/ -/) (y ) = */(yz) -x/(y), and also (zf -/) (xy) =f(xyz)-f(xy), Vx, y, zGG. Let z=y_1; then /(xy)=xf(y)+/(x)-x/(l). Define/cGIm 7 by/c(x) =x/(l); then (/-/")+Im 7=/+Im 7, and f-fcEX(G, H, A). It is easily checked now that the map/+Im 7
•-*/-/« is a natural isomorphism from HomG(Z, T) to X(G, 77, /I). Conversely, given giEX{H, L, A) and g2EX{K, L, A), define \p{gu g2)=g: G->A as follows: if aia2 ■ ■ ■ an is a representative word of xEG, put g{x)=g'{a1)+aig'{a2)-{-■ ■ ■ +aia2 ■ ■ ■ a"_ig'(a"), where g'{ai) is gi(a<) or g2{a¡) depending on whether at is in H or K respectively (notice that gi|L = g2iL = 0). Then g is a well-defined crossed We now prove a converse to Proposition 2.3. Notice first that given a group T and an abelian group B, a F-module structure on B is nothing but a group homomorphism T->Aut(B), where Aut(B) is the group of automorphisms of B.
Proposition 2.5. Let 77 and K be subgroups of a group G, and let L = HC\K. Assume that for every abelian group A and every pair (pi: 77-*Aut(^4), <p2: K->A\it(A) of group homomorphisms that coincide on L there is a group homomorphism <p: G->Aut(^4) extending <pi and <p2. Suppose, moreover, that the isomorphisms of Proposition 2.3 hold.
Then G = H*LK.
for AEg^R; i.e. every pair f\\ 77-^^4, /2: K-*A of crossed homomorphisms vanishing on L extends uniquely to a crossed homomorphism /: G-''A. Let G\ be the subgroup of G generated by 77 and K; we first show that G = G\. Assume G^G\. If xGG, let x denote the corresponding left coset of G\ in G. Let I = I(G/Gi) be the free abelian group generated by {x-11 1 t±xEG\ , and let G act on 7 by y(x -1)
x, yEG. Then 7GG9TC. Let /x: 77->7 and f2: K->7 be the zero crossed homomorphisms; these extend to the zero crossed homomorphism G->I. On the other hand /: G-»7, defined byfx = x -1, xEG, is plainly a nonzero crossed homomorphism extending/i and/2, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence G = Gi.
We will see now that
is a pushout diagram (all maps are inclusions), i.e. G = 77 *l K. Suppose P is a group and let <pi: H-*P and <p2: K->P be group homomor-phisms that coincide on L. Denote by F{P) the free abelian group on the set P, and consider a standard embedding P->Aut{F{P)). Then by assumption ipi and <& extend to a group homomorphism ¡p: G -»Aut(F(P)). However, since G is generated by H and K, ¡p must be unique and into P.
Finally, we state the following proposition whose proof is formally as in Theorem 15.3(c), p. 43 of [5] , and which is therefore omitted. 
